
Working Memory (WM) is a widely studied cognitive function. But the

way serial order information is maintained in WM remains relatively

unknown. Most theoretical positions assume that serial order

information is maintained via specific serial order WM mechanisms.

However, some have recently postulated that serial order information

can be maintained via direct activation in the long-term memory system

itself, without the need for specific serial order mechanisms. This

account is termed the ANet account. In this study, we implemented a

formal computational implementation of the ANet account. The

plausibility of the ANet account was tested against empirical data

claimed to support it. Results demonstrate that the ANet account

provides an overall bad fit of the empirical data. This study suggests that

WM still requires specific serial order mechanisms. The importance of

computational modeling for cognitive science is further emphasized.

Learning to read is a crucial step at school for every child, because it will

be the prerequisite of everything he will learn. It's also a difficult one,

especially in opaque languages like English, because of the irregularity of

many words. However, there is still debate about which mechanisms are

most importantly involved in reading. According to the self-teaching

hypothesis (Share, 1995), the phonological decoding is the key mechanism

that explains the fast learning of so many words by children. But visual

attention, statistical learning and other mechanisms seem to play a role in

the difficulty of reading too. We are currently developing a Bayesian model

of reading acquisition, which is the extension of 2 models, Braid-Learn and

Braid-Phon, that respectively acquire orthographic knowledge and read

words aloud. We want to simulate a whole reading acquisition process and

some effects found in the literature, with their evolution during the

development of reading skills.
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